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The Numbers: 



forest service  recreation



Public Image is defined by: 
• what we build (and don’t build)
• where we build
• how we maintain and operate







Forest Walk . Pisgah National Forest . NC

designing human environments in concert with the 
conditions of setting, climate and environment



“Perhaps the rebuilding of body and spirit is 
the greatest service derivable from our forests, 
for what worth are material things if we lose 
the character and quality of people that are 
the soul of America?”  Arthur Carhart 1919 (Forest Service 
1st Landscape Architect)

Carhart Centennial - 2019



Trappers Lake . White River National Forest





chugach national forest . alaska



san gabriel mountains national monument . angeles national forest . ca



spruce knob seneca rocks national recreation area  . monongahela national forest . wv



multnomah falls .  columbia river national scenic area . or



kirk creek campground . los padres national forest . ca



midewin national tall grass prairie . illinois



milkyway over washington national forest peaks andy porter







Areas on federal lands are specially designated in 
two ways: 

- Executive branch by presidential proclamation under the 
authority of the 1906 Antiquities Act, which “authorizes the President 
to protect landmarks, structures, and object of historic or scientific 
interest by designating them as National Monuments. 

- Congressional legislation…can happen across different 
landownerships.   Include: national scenic areas, national historical 
areas, national recreation areas, national scenic and research 
areas, national scenic recreation areas, national historic areas, in 
addition to national wilderness, wild and scenic rivers, scenic and 
historic trails. 























Key findings 
 Iconic places are diverse. Iconic places were designated to provide for a variety of 
values. They differ in biophysical characteristics, such as size, vegetation, and landscape, as well 
as in how they are managed, publicized, and recognized. 

 Scenic values are key. Managers commonly identified scenic values as a key 
designation factor. They reported scenic values as the most well-functioning resource at iconic 
places and scenic values were typically seen as sustainable in the near term.  

 Partners are critical. Managers of iconic places are working closely with partners and 
believe partnerships offer the greatest opportunity for meeting future resource goals. Iconic 
place managers reported partnerships with a variety of organizations but partnered with non-
governmental organizations more frequently than other federal or state agencies.  

 Iconic places are facing challenges. Managers mostly saw their relevant resources as 
either well-functioning or impaired yet functional, but frequently declining in conditions. They 
identified a variety of challenges to maintaining the designated values of iconic places. 
Managers primarily noted internal challenges like staffing vacancies and decreasing funding 
levels, followed by increasing levels of recreation use. They also mentioned broader, external 
challenges such as climate change and natural disturbances, but less frequently. 

 Increasing recreation is a substantial concern for many iconic places. Few iconic places 
had reliable systems in place to monitor recreation use. Most managers reported that the 
perceived current recreation levels were considered sustainable into the future. However, 
sustainability was less certain if the perceived trends of increasing recreation use continued over 
the next ten years. A key information gap noted by managers was information on current and 
expected future recreation use at the iconic place.  

 Visitors satisfaction is high at iconic places.Managers of iconic places believed that 
visitors were generally satisfied with their recreation experiences on site. No manager felt that 
visitors were dissatisfied with their experience at the iconic place. 



Flaming Gorge NRA



bob marshall wilderness. chinese wall. lewis and clark national forest . montana

When shaping 
our land, it’s 
often more 
important to 
enable it to 
shape and 
define itself.



I think having land and not ruining 
it is the most beautiful art that 
anybody could ever want to own.
- Andy Warhol



.

bridger teton national forest . wyoming
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